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1550-7998=20The ghost condensate h"abccbcci is considered together with the gluon condensate hA2i in SU2
Euclidean Yang-Mills theories quantized in the Landau gauge. The vacuum polarization ceases to be
transverse due to the nonvanishing condensate h"abccbcci. The gluon propagator itself remains transverse.
By polarization effects, this ghost condensate induces then a splitting in the gluon mass parameter, which
is dynamically generated through hA2i. The obtained effective masses are real when hA2i is included in
the analysis. In the absence of hA2i, the already known result that the ghost condensate induces effective
tachyonic masses is recovered. At the one-loop level, we find that the effective diagonal mass becomes
smaller than the off-diagonal one. This might serve as an indication for some kind of Abelian dominance
in the Landau gauge, similar to what happens in the maximal Abelian gauge.
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Vacuum expectation values of composite operators,
commonly known as vacuum condensates, play an impor-
tant role in quantum field theory. One can employ them to
parametrize certain nonperturbative effects. In the context
of gauge theories, the gluon condensate hF2i and quark
condensate hqqi are renowned examples [1].
In the last few years, there has been a growing interest in
condensates of dimension two. Most attention was paid to
the gluon condensate hA2i in case of the Landau gauge. We
do not intend to give a complete overview of the existing
research, we refer e.g. to the papers [2–21] and references
therein, covering theoretical, phenomenological, lattice
and computational topics concerning the mass dimension
two gluon condensate. We have studied this condensate
and its generalizations to other gauges, such as the linear
covariant, the Curci-Ferrari, and the maximal Abelian
gauges. In particular, we developed the so-called LCO
formalism, allowing us to construct a renormalizable ef-
fective potential obeying a homogenous renormalization
group equation for a Local Composite Operator like A2,
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can be proven to all orders of perturbation theory by
making use of the algebraic renormalization technique
[22]. According to the LCO construction, an effective
tree level gluon mass is dynamically generated due to
hA2i  0.
Perhaps less known is the concept of the ghost conden-
sates like hfabccbcci, hfabccbcci and hfabccbcci. For the
benefit of the reader, let us provide here a short overview.
The ghost condensate h"3bccbcci was first introduced in
the maximal Abelian gauge (MAG) in [23–26] in case of
the gauge group SU2. The MAG is a partial nonlinear
gauge fixing which is useful for the dual superconductivity
picture of low energy QCD. Because of the nonlinearity of
the MAG, a quartic ghost interaction needs to be intro-
duced in the action for renormalizability purposes [27,28].
This four-ghost interaction was decomposed by means of
an auxiliary field , and a one-loop effective potential for
the ghost condensate h"3bccbcci  hi was calculated. A
nonzero vacuum expectation value hi is favored as it
lowers the vacuum energy. It was consequently used to
construct an effective mass for the off-diagonal gluons, at
one-loop order. The diagonal gluons remained massless.
This result was interpreted as analytical evidence for the
Abelian dominance hypothesis [24], according to which
the low energy regime of QCD should be expressed solely
in terms of Abelian degrees of freedom [29]. Lattice evi-
dence of this Abelian dominance in case of the MAG was
presented in [30–32]. To our knowledge, there is no ana-
lytical proof of the Abelian dominance. An argument that
can be interpreted in favor of it, is the fact that the off-
diagonal gluons would acquire a mass through a dynamical
mechanism. At energies below the scale set by this mass,
the off-diagonal gluons should decouple, and in this way-1 © 2006 The American Physical Society
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one should end up with an Abelian theory at low energies.
It is worth noticing that lattice simulations of the SU2
MAG revealed an off-diagonal mass of approximately
1.2 GeV [33,34], while the diagonal gluons behaved mass-
lessly [33] or at least almost masslessly [34].
Returning to the ghost condensation in the MAG, it was
shown in [35,36] that, contrary to the claim in [23–26], the
induced off-diagonal mass induced was tachyonic, at least
at the considered one-loop order. As such, it could not be
taken as analytical evidence for the Abelian dominance.
Another condensate, namely1 h12AA  cci that
could be responsible for a real-valued off-diagonal gluon
mass was proposed in [7] and investigated thoroughly in
[12] using the LCO formalism.
In [35], it was signalled that the effective potential,
obtained using the decomposition of the four-point ghost
interaction can cause renormalization problems beyond
one-loop order and that the LCO formalism would be
more suitable to discuss the ghost condensation. A further
aspect of the ghost condensation was pointed out in [37],
where it was shown that an alternative decomposition of
the quartic ghost interaction led to the two Faddeev-Popov
charged ghost condensates h"3bccbcci and h"3bccbcci, in-
stead of h"3bccbcci. This should be not too big a surprise, as
the ghost condensation is an order parameter for a continu-
ous SL2;R symmetry present in the MAG [23,24,38].
Said otherwise, a nonvanishing ghost condensate like
h"3bccbcci induces a breakdown of the SL2;R symmetry.
It turns out in fact that the SL2;R rotations interchange
the different channels, i.e. h"3bccbcci, h"3bccbcci,
h"3bccbcci, in which the ghost condensation might occur.
Later on, the ghost condensation was discussed in the
case of the Curci-Ferrari gauge [39], which also possesses
the SL2;R invariance [38]. This was achieved by decom-
posing the four-ghost interaction which is present for non-
vanishing gauge parameter. This brings one to the Landau
gauge, which corresponds to the Curci-Ferrari gauge with
vanishing gauge parameter. As there is no longer an inter-
action to be decomposed, it is less clear how to construct an
effective potential for the ghost condensates in this case.
However, in [40], it was shown that the LCO formalism
does allow to construct an effective potential for the ghost
condensates hfabccbcci and hfabccbcci in the Landau
gauge. This study was pursued in [41], where it has been
proven that the operators fabccbcc, fabccbcc and fabccbcc
can be simultaneously coupled to the Yang-Mills action,
while preserving the SL2;R symmetry, using the LCO
setup. It was consequently shown that the condensation2
can occur in different channels, i.e. hfabccbcci and1 is the MAG gauge parameter, while the color index  runs
only over the NN  1 off-diagonal generators of SUN.
2hfabccbcci was called the Overhauser condensate, while
hfabccbcci and hfabccbcci the BCS condensates. This nomencla-
ture was based upon a similar kind of phenomenon happening in
the theory of superconductivity.
014001hfabccbcci, hfabccbcci. However, the corresponding vacua
are equivalent, being connected trough rotations of the
broken symmetry. Details on the symmetry breaking and
the construction of the potential can be found in [41]. As
the ghost condensates carry a color index, let us specifi-
cally mention that we have given an argument that the
apparent breaking of the global color symmetry should
not be observed in the physical sector of the theory [41].
One can also argue that the Goldstone particles associated
to the broken continuous SL2;R symmetry are unphys-
ical [23,41].
Although the concept of a ghost condensate like
h"abccbcci might seem unusual, it has many features in
common with the fermion condensation occurring in mod-
els with a four-fermion interaction as, for example, the
Gross-Neveu model. Considering the MAG, the ghost
condensation and the induced symmetry breaking can be
directly compared to what happens in the Gross-Neveu
model [42] or in other models with a quartic interaction.
Decomposing in fact the quartic interaction via an auxil-
iary field allows us to construct an effective potential, and
to analyze the existence of a possible condensation and the
related symmetry breaking. The original setup of the ghost
condensation, as it was discussed in [23,24,35,37], is es-
sentially not much different from the analysis of the Gross-
Neveu model. Let us also mention that the LCO formalism
was first developed to construct a meaningful effective
potential for the Gross-Neveu model for any number of
fermions at any order of perturbation theory [43]. For a
review of the LCO formalism, we refer to e.g. [44].
In this work, we shall continue our study on the gluon
and ghost condensates for the gauge group SU2 in case of
the Landau gauge. For the first time, we present a com-
bined study of both condensates, namely hA2i and
h"abccbcci. In Sec. II, we shall discuss the renormalizabil-
ity issues using the algebraic renormalization. Section III
contains a summary of the LCO formalism, the calculation
of the one-loop effective potential and the determination of
the vacuum configuration. Hereafter, we discuss the con-
sequences of a nonvanishing gluon and ghost condensate.
We shall show that the vacuum polarization is no longer
transverse, the breaking being directly proportional to the
ghost condensate. Moreover, we shall prove that the gluon
propagator itself remains transverse. These results will be
first discussed by deriving the Slavnov-Taylor identities in
the condensed vacuum. Then, we shall illustrate them with
explicit one-loop calculations. These issues will be
handled in Secs. IV, V, and VI. In Sec. VII, we find another
interesting consequence of the ghost condensate. Because
of polarization effects on the gluon propagator, the effec-
tive dynamical gluon mass generated through hA2i under-
goes a shift which differs for the diagonal and off-diagonal
gluons. More precisely, it is found that the effective diago-
nal gluon mass is smaller than the off-diagonal one.
However, unlike the results obtained in the absence of-2
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the gluon condensate hA2i [35,36], both masses remain
now real.
Similarly to what happens in the MAG [12,24,33,34],
the fact that the off-diagonal mass is larger than the diago-
nal one, could be interpreted as evidence that a kind of
Abelian dominance might also take place in the Landau
gauge. Finally, we note that in [19–21], it was shown that
the dual Abelian Meissner effect works in lattice QCD
without requiring monopoles from a singular gauge trans-
formation in a study where the lattice Landau gauge was
employed. Also some numerical indication of Abelian
dominance in this particular gauge, which is not of the
Abelian gauge fixing type, was presented.
II. RENORMALIZABILITY OF THE LCO
FORMALISM INCORPORATING BOTH GLUON
AND GHOST CONDENSATES
In this section, we shall prove that the simultaneous
introduction of the composite operators A2 and
gfabc cbcc allows for a multiplicatively renormalizable
action, in the Landau gauge.
We shall work in Euclidean space time. The Yang-Mills
action in the Landau gauge, @Aa  0, reads
S  SYM  SGF; SYM 
Z
d4x

1
4
FaFa

;
SGF  s
Z
d4x ca@Aa

Z
d4xba@Aa  ca@Dab cb;
(2.1)014001where Dab is the adjoint covariant derivative which is
defined by,
Dab  ab@  gfabcAc: (2.2)The action (2.1)enjoys the nilpotent BRST symmetry
sAa  Dab cb; sca  g2 f
abccbcc;
s ca  ba; sba  0;
(2.3)with
sS  0; s2  0: (2.4)We introduce two BRST doublets of sources
s  J; sJ  0; (2.5)sa  !a; s!a  0; (2.6)allowing us to couple the composite operators A2 and
gfabc cbcc to the action (2.1) in a BRST invariant fashionS0  SYM  SGF  s
Z
d4x

1
2
AaAa  	2 J gf
abca cbcc  

2
!aa


Z
d4x

1
4
FaF
a
  ba@Aa  ca@Dab cb  gfabc!a cbcc  gfabcabccc  g
2
2
fabcfcdea cbcdce
 

2
!a!a  1
2
JAaAa  Aa@ca  	2 J
2

: (2.7)TABLE I. Quantum numbers of the field and sources
Aa c
a ca ba  J a L
a a !a
dimension 1 0 2 2 2 2 3 4 2 2
ghost number 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 3  2 1 0The terms quadratic in the sources !a and J are allowed by
power counting and are needed to remove the novel diver-
gences appearing in the vacuum correlators hfabccacb
xfklmclcmyi and hA2xA2yi for x ! y. 
 and 	 are
called the LCO parameters.
For completeness, we also have to introduce external
sources for the BRST variations of the elementary fields
Aa and ca:
Sext 
Z
d4x

aDab cb  g2 f
abcLacbcc

; (2.8)
with
sa  0; sLa  0: (2.9)The mass dimension and the ghost number of the fields and
sources are listed in Table I.
In principle, the action (2.7) can be supplemented with
extra terms in the sources which are allowed by power
counting,-3
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Z
d4x


g
2
fabcabcs  a@Aa


Z
d4x

gfabc!abcc  g
2
4
fabcfcdeabcdce
 !a@Aa  a@Dab cb

; (2.10)
where  and  are new, independent, dimensionless cou-
plings. The S0ext-part of the action has to be introduced to
actually prove the renormalizability. This is our next task.
The complete action,
  S0  Sext  S0ext; (2.11)
obeys a few Ward identities.(i) The Slavnov-Taylor identity
S 
Z
d4x


a

Aa
 
La

ca
 ba 
 ca
!a 
a
 J 


 0: (2.12)(ii) The modified Landau gauge condition

ba
 @Aa  gfabcbcc: (2.13)(iii) The modified antighost equation

 ca
 @ a  gf
abcb

Lc
 gfabc!bcc:
(2.14)(iv) The modified ghost Ward identity
G a  aclass:; (2.15)
with
G a 
Z
d4x


ca
 gfabc cb 
bc
 gfabcb 
!c

;
aclass: 
Z
d4xgfabcbAc  Lbcc !b cc
  
b!c  bbc	:(v) The modified -identityZ
d4x



 ca 
ba
 2a 
La

 0: (2.16)
This identity expresses the on-shell BRST invari-
ance of the operator AaAa.014001We notice that every term on the right-hand sides of
Eqs. (2.13), (2.14), and (2.15), being linear in the quantum
fields, represents a classical breaking [22].
We are now prepared to write down the most general
local counterterm, CT, which is compatible with the
previous Ward identities and can be freely added to the
original action perturbatively. The perturbed action 
CT should obey the same Ward identities as the starting
action  to the first order in the perturbation parameter .
This corresponds to imposing the following constraints on
the counterterm CT(i)-4B CT  0; (2.17)(ii) CT
ba
 0; (2.18)(iii) CT
 ca
 @ CTa  gf
abcb
CT
Lc
 0; (2.19)
 
(iv) G aCT 
Z
d4x
CT
ca
 gfabcb CT
!c
 0;
(2.20)
 
(v) Z d4x CT

 2a CT
La
 0; (2.21)where B is the nilpotent, B2  0, linearized Slavnov-
Taylor operator, given by
B 
Z
d4x


a

Aa
 
Aa

a
 
La

ca
 
ca
 
La
 ba 
 ca
!a 
a
 J 


: (2.22)
The most general local counterterm can be written as [22]
CT  a0SYM B1; (2.23)
where 1 is an integrated local polynomial of ghost
number 1 and dimension 4, given by
1
Z
d4x

a1
a
A
a
a2Lacaa3Aa@ ca
a4g2f
abc ca cbcca5ba caa62 A
a
Aaa7 caca
a8
2
	Ja9a@Aaa10gfabca cbcc
a11g2f
abcabcca12baaa13aca
a14
2

a!aa15!a ca

: (2.24)
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The constraints (2.18), (2.19), (2.20), and (2.21) imply that
a1  a3  a6; a11  
a14;
a2  a4  a5  a7  a10  a12  a13  a15  0:
(2.25)014001Collecting these results, we come to the conclusion that the
most general counterterm compatible with the Ward iden-
tities (2.17), (2.18), (2.19), (2.20), and (2.21) is eventually
given byCT 
Z
d4x

a0  2a1
2
@Aa@Aa  @Aa@Aa	  a0  3a1 g2 f
abc@AaAbAc  a0  4a1
 g
2
4
fabcfcdeAaAbAdAe  a1a  @ ca@ca  a12 JA
a
Aa  a1  a9!a@Aa  
a14gfabc!abcc
 
a14 g
2
4
fabcfcdeabcdce  a14 
2!
a!a  a9a@2ca  a1  a3gfabca@Abcc  a8 	2 J
2

: (2.26)Let us now check that this counterterm can be reabsorbed
in the original action (2.11) by means of a multiplicative
renormalization of the available parameters, fields and
sources, according to
0; 0; 0  ; ;   CT; ;  O2;
(2.27)
where
0  Z1=2 ; 0  Z; 0  Z; (2.28)
with   fa; La; ; J; a; !ag,   fAa; ba; ca; cag and
  fg; 	; 
; ; g. From Eqs. (2.26), (2.27), and (2.28) one
can check that
Zg1a02 ;
Z1=2A Z1=2b ZLZ!1

a0
2
a1

;
Z1=2c Z1=2c ZZ1=2g Z1=4A ; ZJZ2ZgZ1=2A ;
ZZ1=2g Z3=4A ; Z1


a14

a02a1

;
Z
1a14a02a1;
Z	 1a82a02a1; Z1a9a0a1:
(2.29)
allow for the desired multiplicative renormalization. We
recall here that the relations found for ZJ and Z!, respec-
tively, imply that the anomalous dimensions of the com-
posite operators A2 and gfabc cbcc, are linear combinations
of that of Aa and of the beta function g2 [9,41].
III. EFFECTIVE POTENTIAL FOR THE
CONDENSATES hA2i AND h"abccbcci
A. Preliminaries
Let us now discuss how one can obtain the effective
potential describing the condensates hA2i and h"abccbcci.
Having proven the renormalizability, we can set to zero all
unnecessary external sources, namely   0, a  0,La  0 and   0. In this context, we would like to remark
that we had to introduce novel terms in  in the starting
action, Eq. (2.10). These terms, introduced for the alge-
braic proof of the multiplicative renormalizability, are
allowed by power counting and by the symmetries of the
model, and they do appear in the most general counterterm,
Eq. (2.26). However, they are not needed for the evaluation
of the effective potential, so that for our purposes  
 0.
Considering now the term !@A in Eq. (2.10), it is apparent
that, in the Landau gauge, @A  0, such a term is absent.
To make this argument a little more formal, one could
consider the generating functional W !; J and perform
the transformation of the Lagrange multiplier b0 
b !, with trivial Jacobian.
We are still left with two free LCO parameters 
 and 	 .
As shown in [8,11,41], these parameters can be fixed by
using the renormalization group equations. We would like
to notice that the explicit value of the counterterms / !a
are not influenced by the presence of J and vice versa. As
such, the already determined values of 
 and 	 remain
unchanged upon comparison with the cases !a 
 0 [8,11]
and J 
 0 [41]. More precisely, one still has

  
0  
1g2  . . . ; 	  	0g2  	1  . . . ; (3.1)
where

0   613 ; 
1  
95
3122
;
	0  2726 ; 	1 
161
52
3
162
;
(3.2)
in the case of SU2. The use of dimensional regularization
with d  4 " and of the MS renormalization scheme is
understood throughout this paper.
The relevant action is thus given by
S  SYM  SGF 
Z
d4x

gfabc!a cbcc  1
2
JAaAa
 

2
!a!a  	
2
J2

: (3.3)-5
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As the sources J and !a appear nonlinearly, the energy
interpretation might be spoiled. However, by exploiting a
Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation, the starting action
incorporating both gluon and ghost condensates can be
rewritten as [8,11,41]
S  SYM  SGF 
Z
d4x

aa
2g2

 1


a"abccbcc
 g
2
2

"abccbcc2


Z
d4x

2
2g2	
 
2g	
AaAa
 1
8	
AaAa2 !a 
a
g
 J 
g

; (3.4)
where the sources are now linearly coupled to the fields 
and a, while the identifications
hai  g2hfabccacbi; hi  g
2
hA2i; (3.5)
hold [8,11,41]. The action (3.4) will be multiplicatively
renormalizable and will obey a homogenous renormaliza-
tion group equation.
B. The one-loop effective potential
For the one-loop effective potential V1; itself, we
deduce014001V1;  VA2  Vgh; (3.6)
with [8,11]
VA2 
2
2	0

1 	1
	0
g2

 3N
2  1
642
g22
	20


ln
g
	02
 5
6

; (3.7)
while [41]
Vgh  
2
2g2
0

1 
1

0
g2

 1
322
2

20

ln
2

20
4  3

;
(3.8)
where   3, a  a3. This amounts to choosing the
vacuum configuration along the 3-direction in color space.
For the rest of the paper, it is understood that N  2.
The minimum configuration, describing the vacuum, is
retrieved by solving
@V1;
@
 @V
1;
@
 0; (3.9)
or1
	0

1	1
	0
g2

2 9
642
g2
	20

log
g
	02
5
6

 9
642
g2
	20
0; 1
g2
0

1
1

0
g2

2 1
322
1

20

log
2

20
43

2 1
322
1

20
0;
(3.10)where ;  denote the nontrivial solution. For the
vacuum energy, we obtain
Evac  V1;    91282
g2
	20
2  1322
2

20
:
(3.11)
One sees thus that nonvanishing condensates will be dy-
namically favored at one-loop as they both lower the
vacuum energy.
For further investigation, it is useful to introduce the
variables
m2  g
	0
; !  j
0j : (3.12)
hence
VA2m2	0
m4
2g2

1	1
	0
g2

3N
21
642
m4

ln
m2
2
5
6

;
(3.13)
whileVgh!  
0 !
2
2g2

1 
1

0
g2

 !
2
322

ln
!2
4
 3

;
(3.14)
Let us now try to get an estimate of the vacuum state of the
theory. In comparison with the case where only the gluon
or ghost condensation is considered, we have now an addi-
tional complication, due to the presence of two mass
scales. Usually, when only a single scale is present, one
chooses the renormalization scale 2 in such a way that
potentially large logarithms vanish in the gap equation. In
the present case, two different logarithms show up. In order
to keep some control on the expansion, we shall use the RG
invariance to explicitly sum the leading logarithms (LL) in
the effective potential. To this end, we notice that the
potential can be rewritten as
V  	0m
4
g2
X1
n0
an

g2 ln
m2
2

n m4

 	1
2
 5
6
3N2  1
642

 
0!
2
g2
X1
n0
bn

g2 ln
!2
4

n !2


1
2
 3
322

;
(3.15)-6
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for a LL-expansion,3 where a0  b0  12 . For the time
being, we shall only consider the part in m2. The analysis
for the part in ! is completely analogous and independent
from the m2-part. We set

@
@
g2  g2  2 X1
n0
ng2n2;

@
@
lnm2  2g2 
X1
n0
ng2n1:
(3.16)
Since we know that the effective potential should be RG
invariant, we find that

@
@
V  0
+
0  0
X1
n0
anu
n  0u 1
 X1
n0
n 1an1un  0
 next-to-leading order: (3.17)
We have defined
u  g2 lnm
2
2
: (3.18)
Setting
Fu  X1
n0
anun; (3.19)
then Eq. (3.17) translates into a differential equation
0  0Fu  0u 1F0u  0; (3.20)
which can be solved to
Fu  1
2
1 0u00=0 ; (3.21)
as we have the initial condition F0  12 . Using this result,
we can write
VA2m2	0
m4
2g2
10u0=0
10u1
m4


	1
2
5
6
3N21
642


	0 m
4m
2g2mm
4m

	1
2
5
6
3N21
642

 ;
(3.22)3A term like m4g2 ln!2=4	 or !2g2 lnm2=2	 shall not
occur, as there are no infrared divergences for m2  0, !  0 or
m2  0, !  0.
014001as the running quantities at scale  get replaced by their
counterparts at scale m.
The same could be done for the ghost condensation part,
so that we can write for the LL summed effective potential
V  	0
2
m4
g2
m4

 	1
2
 5
6
3N2  1
642

 
0
2
~!2
~g2
 ~!2


1
2
 3
322

: (3.23)
where it is understood that the barred quantities like g2 are
considered at scale 2  m2, and the tilded quantities like
~g2 at scale 2  !.
For further usage, let us first quote the explicit values of
the anomalous dimensions of g2, m2 and !. Using the
definitions (3.16) one shall find in e.g. [15] that
0  113
N
162
; 0   32
N
162
: (3.24)
Defining

@
@
ln!  g2  X1
n0
ng2n1; (3.25)
one can infer from [11] and the definitions (3.5), (3.6),
(3.7), (3.8), (3.9), (3.10), (3.11), and (3.12) that
g2  1
2
g2
g2
 Ag2; (3.26)
where Ag2 is the anomalous dimension of the gluon
field in the Landau gauge as defined in [11]. Hence,
0   356
N
162
: (3.27)
We are now ready to determine the minimum configura-
tion. The gap equations we intend to solve are given by
@V
@m2
 0 ) 	0
g2
 	00  0  2

	1
2
 5N
2  1
1282

 0;
@V
@ ~!
 0 ) 
0
~g2
 
00  0  2


1
2
 3
322

 0:
(3.28)
or
g2N
162
N2
9
37
 0:243;
~g2N
162
N2
36
385
 0:094:
(3.29)
Using the one-loop MS expression
g2  1
0 ln
2
2
MS
; (3.30)-7
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one extracts from the values (3.29) the estimates
m 2  e37=332
MS
 3:072
MS
;
~!  e35=122
MS
 18:482
MS
;
(3.31)
while for the vacuum energy, Eq. (3.11), we obtain
Evac  1:154MS: (3.32)
As the RG improved coupling constants of Eq. (3.29) are
relatively small, the performed expansion should have
some trustworthiness. Evidently, explicit knowledge of
the higher order contributions would be necessary to reach
better conclusions about the reliability of the presented
values, but this is beyond the scope of this article.
IV. A STUDY OF THE ONE-LOOP GHOST
CONTRIBUTION TO THE VACUUM
POLARIZATION
We shall now start to investigate the consequences stem-
ming from a nonvanishing condensate h"3bccbcci. Let us
begin by making a detailed study of the one-loop ghost
contribution to the vacuum polarization. Before starting
with the explicit computations, it is worth giving a look at
the Ward identity obeyed by the one-loop vacuum polar-
ization stemming from the Slavnov-Taylor identity de-
scribing the theory in the condensed vacuum. To focus
on the role of the ghost condensate, we switch off, for
the time being, the gluon condensate hA2i. Its inclusion can
be done straightforwardly. Let us start thus with the action
S  SYM  SGF 
Z
d4x

aa
2g2

 1


a"abccbcc
 g
2
2

"abccbcc2

; (4.1)
where
ax  a3  ~ax; h ~axi  0: (4.2)
Requiring that
sa  s ~a  g2s"abccbcc; (4.3)
will assure that S is left invariant by the following nilpotent
BRST transformations
sAa  Dab cb; sca  g2 "
abccbcc;
s ~a  g2

"abcbbcc  g
2
"abccb"cmncmcn

;
s  0; sca  ba; sba  0;
(4.4)
thus
sS  0: (4.5)
In order to obtain the Slavnov-Taylor identity, we introduce
external sources a, La, Fa coupled to the nonlinear014001variations of the fields.
Sext 
Z
d4x

aDab cb  g2L
a"abccbcc  Fas ~a

;
(4.6)
The complete action
  S Sext; (4.7)
obeys the Slavnov-Taylor identity
S   0; (4.8)
where
S 
Z
d4x


a

Aa
 
La

ca
 
Fa

 ea  ba

ca

: (4.9)
Because of the absence of anomalies and to the stability of
the theory, the Slavnov-Taylor identity (4.8) holds at the
quantum level, i.e.
S 
Z
d4x


a

Aa
 
La

ca
 
Fa

 ~a
 ba 
ca

 0; (4.10)
where 
   @1  . . . ; (4.11)
is the generator of the 1PI Green functions.
A. Ward identity for the vacuum polarization
Let us now derive the Ward identity for the vacuum
polarization at one-loop level following from the
Slavnov-Taylor identity (4.10). At one-loop level, one has
   @1; (4.12)
so that the Slavnov-Taylor identity becomes
Z
d4x

1
a

Aa
 
a
1
Aa
 
1
La

ca
 
La
1
ca
 
1
Fa

 ~a
 
Fa
1
 ~a
 ba 
1
ca

 0: (4.13)
From
1
a
 Dab cb  	1;
1
La


g
2
"abccbcc

 

1
;
1
Fa


g2

"abcbbcc  g
2
"abccb"cmncmcn

 

1
;
(4.14)-8
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where O  	 denotes the generator of the 1PI Green
functions with the insertion of the composite operator O,
it follows that
0 
Z
d4x

Dab cb  	1 Aa  D
ab
 c
b 
1
Aa


g
2
"abccbcc

 

1 
ca


g
2
"abccbcc

1
ca


g2

"abcbbcc  g
2
"abccb"cmncmcn

 

1 
 ~a
 g2"abcbbcc  g
2
"abccb"cmncmcn 
1
 ~a
 ba 
1
ca

:
(4.15)
Acting on both sides of Eq. (4.15) with the test operator
2
caxAby
; (4.16)
and setting all fields and sources equal to zero, Aa 
a  ca  La  ~a  Fa  ba  ca  0, one obtains
the Ward identity for the vacuum polarization in the con-
densed ghost vacuum
@x
21
AaxAbvy
 

0

2R d4z"3npbncpz  	1
caxAby

:
(4.17)
The right-hand side of Eq. (4.17) is the one-loop 1PI Green
function with the insertion of the integrated composite
operator
R
d4z"3npbncpz, with one gluon and one ghost
as (amputated) external legs. This Green function, shown
in Fig. 1, is nonvanishing.
For instance, for the Fourier transform of the component
a  b  3, one finds2Rd4x1"3npbncpx1  	1
c3A3

M33 p;!; (4.18)×
Abν
A A
ca
∫
d4z(ε3npbncp)z
A c
b c
FIG. 1. The Green function appearing in the right-hand side of
Eq. (4.17).
014001with
M33 p;!  2g2
Z ddk
2d
 k
2
  pp
  2kp
p
k4 !2p k2 m2



 
p k
p k
p k2

; (4.19)
where use has been made of the mixed b A propagator
hbakAbki 
k
k2
: (4.20)
From the identity
k2
k4 !2 
1
k2
 !
2
k4 !2k2 ; (4.21)
it follows that
M 33 p;! M33 p; 0 !2 ~M33 p;!; (4.22)
where M33 p; 0 is logarithmic divergent, while
~M33 p;! is ultraviolet finite. One should certainly notice
that the right-hand side of Eq. (4.17) is proportional to the
ghost condensation .
In summary, the Ward identity (4.17) shows at a formal
level that the one-loop vacuum polarization in the con-
densed ghost vacuum is not transverse. This will be ex-
plicitly checked in Sec. VI at one-loop order. We recognize
that, in the absence of the ghost condensation, the well
known result of the transversality of the vacuum polariza-
tion is recovered.
We observe that, due to Lorentz invariance, one may
write


0
M33 p;!  a33p;!p; (4.23)
where a33p;! is a suitable scalar quantity. The Ward
identity (4.17) becomes thus
p33p;!  a33p;!p; (4.24)
where 33p;! stands for the vacuum polarization.
Equation (4.24) can be recast into the form
p33p;!  a33p;!  0; (4.25)
which is suitable for analyzing the location of the pole of
the complete gluon propagator Gp in the condensed
vacuum.V. WARD IDENTITY FOR THE GLUON
PROPAGATOR
Having discussed the breakdown of the transversality of
the vacuum polarization due to the ghost condensation, one-9
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might wonder what happens with the gluon propagator
itself in the ghost condensed vacuum.
A. Consequences of the ghost condensation on the pole
of the propagator
In order to have a better understanding of the Ward
identity (4.17), let us discuss the resulting modification
on the location of the pole of the gluon propagator
Gp. From Eq. (4.25), it follows that
33p;! 

 
pp
p2

33p;!  a33p;!:
(5.1)014001Therefore, for the complete one-loop propagator G33p
one has
G 33p 
Pp
p2 m2 
P
p
p2 m2 
33

p;! Ppp2 m2 ;
(5.2)
where
Pp   
pp
p2
; (5.3)
is the transversal projector. ThusG 33p 
Pp
p2 m2 
P
p
p2 m2 P
p
33p;! Pp
p2 m2 
P
p
p2 m2 a
33p;!
 Ppp2 m2
 Pp
p2 m2 
Pp
p2 m2
33p;!
p2 m2 
Pp
p2 m2
a33p;!
p2 m2 
Pp
p2 m2

1 
33p;!  a33p;!
p2 m2

’ Pp
p2 m2
1
1 33p;!a33p;!
p2m2
: (5.4)Finally
G 33p ’
Pp
p2 m2 33p;!  a33p;! ; (5.5)
from which one sees that the location of the pole is indeed
affected by the presence of the quantity a33p;!.
Analogously, for the components ; of the gluon
propagator, one shall find that
G p ’  Pp
p2 m2 p;!  ap;! ; (5.6)
with
p;!


pp
p2

p;!ap;!

:
(5.7)
Eqs. (5.5) and (5.6) express the physical meaning of the
Ward identity (4.17), namely, due to the violation of the
transversality of the vacuum polarization in the condensed
vacuum, the location of the pole of the propagator is
affected by the quantity Mp;! appearing in the right-
hand side of Eq. (4.17). We also notice that the gluon
propagator, being proportional to the projector Pp,
(5.3), remains transverse. This will be formally proven in
the following subsection.
B. Transversality of the gluon propagator
As the gluon propagator is the connected two-point
function, we should consider the generator Zc of connected
Green functions, obtained from the 1PI quantum action by means of a Legendre transformation. Therefore, we
introduce sources Iab , Ja and Kac , respectively, for the fields
ba, Aa and ca. The effective action (4.11) obeys the Ward
identity

ba
 @Aa  g2"adeFdce: (5.8)
At the level of Zc, this identity is translated into
Iab  @
Zc
Ja
 g2"adeFd Z
c
Kec
; (5.9)
from which one deduces
0  @x 
2Zc
JaxJby
F;I;J;K0 @xGabx; y; (5.10)
meaning that the gluon propagator does remain transverse
in the ghost condensed vacuum.VI. ONE-LOOP EVALUATION OF THE GHOST
CONTRIBUTION TO THE VACUUM
POLARIZATION
In this section, we shall discuss the one-loop contribu-
tion to the vacuum polarization coming from diagrams that
contain internal ghost lines, denoted by abp;!gh.
In order to evaluate the one-loop ghost contribution to
the vacuum polarization, let us first remind the form of the
tree level gluon and ghost propagators in the nontrivial
vacuum, given by hA2i  0 and h"abccbcci  0. From
[8,11], the gluon propagator reads-10
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
 
kk
k2

;
a; b  1; 2; 3:
(6.1)
Here we see the meaning of the parameter m2, defined in
Eq. (3.12). It corresponds to a dynamically generated tree
level gluon mass parameter. At higher orders, quantum
polarization effects will affect the value of that mass pa-
rameter. In the absence of the ghost condensation, this was
discussed in [13,14].
For the ghost propagator corresponding to the
Overhauser vacuum given in Eq. (4.2), we have [41]
hc3kc3ki  1
k2
;
hckcki  
k2 !"
k4 !2 ; ;   1; 2;
(6.2)
where "  "3. Here we see that the behavior of the
ghost propagator is changed by the presence of the non-
vanishing ghost condensate: there is a clear distinction
between the diagonal and off-diagonal part of the
propagator.
At one-loop level, the relevant interaction vertex which
has to be taken into account in order to evaluate
abp;!gh, is the ghost-antighost-gluon vertex,
"abc@c
aAbc
c
.
A. Evaluation of the off-diagonal component
 p;!gh
Let us consider the off-diagonal component of the ghost
contribution to the vacuum polarization, given by
p;!gh  g2"mn"pq
Z ddk
2d p k
 khcmcqipkhcpcnik: (6.3)
A little algebra results in
"mn"pqhcmcqipkhcpcnik   1p k2
 
k2 !"
k4 !2 
1
k2
 
p k2 !"
p k4 !2 ;
(6.4)
hence014001p;!gh  g2
Z ddk
2d p kk
1
p k2
 
k2 !"
k4 !2
 g2
Z ddk
2d p kk
1
k2
 
p k2 !"
p k4 !2 ; (6.5)
Use has been made of the property
""  : (6.6)
In the second integral in Eq. (6.5), we make the change of
variables
k ! p  k; (6.7)
to find that
p;!gh  g2
Z ddk
2d
 k
2pk  pk  2kk
p k2k4 !2
 g2!"
Z ddk
2d
pk  kp
p k2k4 !2 :
(6.8)
Since the last term in Eq. (6.8) vanishes due to its anti-
symmetry, we arrive at
p;!gh  g2
Z ddk
2d
 k
2pk  pk  2kk
p k2k4 !2 ; (6.9)
which coincides in fact with the expression found in [36].
Before calculating p;!gh, we notice, by making
use of the relation
k2
k4 !2 
1
k2
 !
2
k4 !2k2 ; (6.10)
that
p;!gh  p; 0gh !2J p;!; (6.11)
where
p; 0gh  g2
Z ddk
2d
 pk  pk  2kkp k2k2 ; (6.12)
and-11
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Z ddk
2d
pk  pk  2kk
p k2k4 !2k2 :
(6.13)
One observes that only the term p; 0gh is ultraviolet
divergent, while the !-dependent part J p;! is con-
vergent by power counting. The divergent part of
p;!gh is thus the same as if it were computed in
the absence of the ghost condensation.
To calculate explicitly p;!gh, we shall concen-
trate on
 
Z ddk
2d
k2pk  pk  2kk
p k2k4 !2 : (6.14)
Using
k2
k4 !2 
1
2

1
k2  i!
1
k2  i!

; (6.15)
M. A. L. CAPRI et al.4The property that 1=2i ln1 ix=1 ix  arctanx was
employed.
014001it follows that
  12
Z ddk
2d

1
k2  i!
pk  kk
p k2 
1
2
Z ddk
2d


1
k2  i!
pk  kk
p k2  ! ! !: (6.16)
Setting
~ 
Z ddk
2d

1
k2  i!
pk  kk
p k2 ; (6.17)
then clearly
  12 ~ 
1
2
~  ! ! !: (6.18)
Introducing a Feynman parameter and employing dimen-
sional regularization, one shall find after some calculation
that 4 for Eq. (6.18)  1162

d

2
3
!3
p4
arctan
p2
!
 1
9

12p2
"
 13p2  6!
2
p2

 p
2
3
ln
p4 !2
4
 2! arctan!
p2
!
2
p2
ln
!2
p4 !2

 pp

 2
3
!3
p6
arctan
p2
!2
 1
18

12
"
 10 12!
2
p4

 1
6
ln
p4 !2
4
 1
2
!2
p4
ln
!2
p4 !2

: (6.19)
As such, we obtain at last
p;!gh  g
2
162

4

2
3
!3
p4
arctan
p2
!
 1
9

12p2
"
 13p2  6!
2
p2
 3p2

 p
2
3
ln
p4 !2
4
 2! arctan!
p2
!
2
p2
ln
!2
p4 !2

 pp

2
3
!3
p6
arctan
p2
!2
 1
18

12
"
 10 12!
2
p4

 1
6
ln
p4 !2
4
 1
2
!2
p4
ln
!2
p4 !2

: (6.20)According to the analysis of the Slavnov-Taylor identities,
the contribution to the vacuum polarization, that is induced
by the ghost condensation, displays a violation of the
transversality, as it is apparent from the above expression
(6.20).
The result (6.20) can be compared with that of [36]. In
order to do so, we observe that the MS renormalization was
not performed in [36]. However, a careful examination
reveals that our results are in perfect agreement with those
of [36], keeping in mind that
 ln4 lnp2!MS  lnp
2
2

  1
2
ln
p4
4
;

2
 arctan1
x
 arctanx; 8x > 0:
(6.21)B. Evaluation of the diagonal component 33p;!gh
Let us take a look at the diagonal component
33p;!gh. From expressions (6.2) , one has33p;!ghg2""
Z ddk
2d
 pkkpk4!2k4!2
pk2!"k2!"
2g2
Z ddk
2d
pkk
pk4!2k4!2
pk2k2!2 (6.22)One can check that-12
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p k2k2
p k4 !2k4 !2 
1
p k2k2 !
2

k2
p k4 !2p k2k4 !2 
1
p k2k4 !2k2

; (6.23)leading to
33p;!gh  33p; 0gh !2J33p;!; (6.24)
where
33p; 0gh  2g2
Z ddk
2d
p kk
p k2k2 ; (6.25)
and
J33p;!  2g2
Z ddk
2d
p kk
k4 !2

1
p k4 !2
 k
2
p k4 !2p k2 
1
p k2k2

:
(6.26)
Again, we observe that only the term 33p; 0gh is
ultraviolet divergent, while the !-dependent part
J33p;! is convergent by power counting. The divergent
part of 33p;!gh is thus the same as if it were com-
puted in the absence of the ghost condensation.
Unlike in the off-diagonal case, we shall not determine
the diagonal part of the polarization tensor, 33p;!gh,
for general incoming momentum p. To obtain the full
expression for 33p;!gh, very tedious calculations
would be required. To illustrate how complicated things
can become, we have collected some more details in the
Appendix A.
VII. MASS SPLITTING
We now come to another consequence due to the pres-
ence of the ghost and gluon condensation. We recall once
more that the condensate hA2i gives rise to an effective
dynamical mass in the gauge fixed action [8,11], as it is
apparent from eqns.(3.4) and from the propagator in
Eq. (6.1). In the absence of the ghost condensation, this
mass is the same for all colors. In the presence of the ghost
condensate h"3bccbcci, the interesting phenomenon of the
splitting of the diagonal and off-diagonal gluon masses
takes place, due to quantum corrections induced by the
vacuum polarization.
A. Identification of the mass term
As we have seen in the previous section, the
!-dependent part Jabp;! of the ghost contribution to
the vacuum polarization is free from ultraviolet divergen-
ces. Furthermore, according to Eqs. (6.13) and (6.26),
Jabp;! attains a finite value at p  0. This allows us
to interpret Jab0; ! as a contribution to the gluon mass in
the effective action. Consider in fact the one-loop two-
point function part of the 1PI effective action, namely0140011
2
Z d4p
24 A
a
pabAbp; (7.1)
where ab stands for the complete one-loop vacuum
polarization. Let us consider, in particular, the
!-dependent part of the ghost contribution
1
2
Z d4p
24 A
a
pJabp;!Abp; (7.2)
which can be rewritten as
1
2
Z d4p
24 A
a
pJabp;!  Jab0; !Abp
 1
2
Z d4p
24 A
a
pJab0; !Abp: (7.3)
The second term in expression (7.3) is interpreted as an
induced mass. In the next section, we shall see that this
term will be responsible for the splitting of the masses of
the diagonal and off-diagonal components of the gluon
field.
To avoid any confusion, we mean with mass thus the 1PI
effective mass obtained from the vacuum polarization at
zero momentum.
One could also study the pole mass. In the absence of the
ghost condensation, the pole of the (Euclidean) gluon
propagator was calculated in the LCO formalism in
[13,14]. In principle, a study along the lines of [13,14]
might be done also in the present case, but we would need
knowledge of the polarization tensor at nonvanishing mo-
mentum. We mention again that, in case of 33p;!gh,
this is a highly complicated task (see Appendix A). A
determination of the pole mass might be useful in order
to facilitate a numerical comparison with other values in
the unsplitted case, but this is beyond the aim of the current
paper.
1. Evaluation of ab0gh
For the one-loop ghost contribution to the vacuum po-
larization at zero momentum we get
ab0gh  1d
ab


0gh; (7.4)
with
ab

0gh  g2"amn"bpq
Z ddk
2d k
2hcmcqikhcpcnik:
(7.5)-13
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2. Evaluation of the off-diagonal components  0gh
Let us begin by evaluating the off-diagonal components5


 0gh, ,   1; 2, namely


 0gh  g2"mn"pq
Z ddk
2d k
2hcmcqikhcpcnik:
(7.6)
From Eq. (6.9) with p 
 0, one derives


 0gh  2g2
Z ddk
2d
k2
k4 !2
 2g2
Z ddk
2d
k4
k2k4 !2 ; (7.7)
hence


 0gh  2g2
Z ddk
2d

1
k2
 !
2
k2k4 !2

 2!2g2
Z ddk
2d

1
k2k4 !2

  !g
2
16
: (7.8)3. Evaluation of the diagonal component 330gh
It remains to evaluate the diagonal component
330gh. Setting p 
 0 in the expression (6.22), one
derives
33

0gh  g2
Z ddk
2d
k2
k4 !22 2k
4  2!2:
(7.9)
One can check that this can be rewritten as
33

0gh  2g2v2
Z ddk
2d

1
k2k4 !2
 2k
2
k4 !22

: (7.10)
Observe that the integrals in the left hand side of eq. are
ultraviolet finite. Making use ofZ d4k
24
1
k2k4 !2 
1
32
1
!
;
Z d4k
24
k2
k4 !22 
1
64
1
!
;
(7.11)
we obtain
33

0gh   g
2!
8
: (7.12)5The mixed component 3

0gh,   1; 2, is easily seen to
vanish.
014001We see thus that 33

0gh  

 0gh, implying
that the ghost condensate h"abccbcci removes in fact the
degeneracy of the gluon mass. Notice, in particular, that the
diagonal component of the vacuum polarization at zero
momentum is twice the off-diagonal part, a fact already
observed in [36] in the case of the Curci-Ferrari gauge, see
Eq. (28) of [36].
4. Determination of the pure gluon component
ab0;!gl
We shall also need the contributions to the vacuum
polarization which are coming from one-loop diagrams
built up without ghosts. Because of the form of the gluon
propagator given in Eq. (6.2), these diagrams give the same
contribution to both diagonal and off-diagonal masses. It is
important to keep in mind that the polarization is not solely
determined from the usual Yang-Mills interactions, by
employing the massive gluon propagator, Eq. (6.1). We
draw attention to the fact that one should calculate with the
action (3.4) describing the condensed vacuum, where, next
to (4.2), one has
x    ~x; h~xi  0: (7.13)
For example, there will be novel contributions coming
from the extra four-point interaction, that adds to the snail
diagram, which is no longer vanishing when the massive
propagator of Eq. (6.1) is employed. Furthermore, there is a
1PI diagram generated from the ~AA-vertex, also con-
tributing to ab0; !gl.
Here, we shall not enter into the details of the calcula-
tion, as the relevant diagrams have already been evaluated
in [13,14]. We shall only quote the result at p2  0,
ab0gl  g
2N
162
m2

 7
96
 17
16
ln
m2
2

ab; (7.14)
where we have dropped already the divergent part in 1=",
as we are assured that the theory is renormalizable.
B. Interpretation of the mass splitting
As we have seen, the ghost condensate h"abccbcci in-
duces a splitting in the gluon masses through quantum
effects. Also, as observed in [35,36], the contribution of
the ghost condensate to the effective gluon mass is nega-
tive. For the splitting of the gluon masses at one-loop order,
we may write
m2diag  m2  m2 
g2!
32
;
m2offdiag  m2  m2 
g2!
64
;
(7.15)
where m2 stands for the contribution to the vacuum
polarization at zero momentum following from one-loop
diagrams built up with gluons only. Explicitly, from
Eq. (7.14),-14
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2
162
m2

 7
48
 17
8
ln
m2
2

; (7.16)
where we have set N  2.
We could also use the RG invariance here to sum the
leading logarithms. Contributions / ! shall only be multi-
plied by powers of g2 ln!=2 as the limit m2 ! 0 exists,
thus terms like g2m2 ln!=2 cannot appear. The same
holds true for contributions / m2. Similar to what hap-
pened in section 3, running quantities will get replaced by
their values at the mass scale m2 or !. More precisely,
m2diag  m2 
g2
162
m2

 7
48

 ~g
2 ~!
32
;
m2offdiag  m2 
g2
162
m2

 7
48

 ~g
2 ~!
64
;
(7.17)
Let us take a look at the numbers. Substituting the
quantities quoted in Eq. (3.31), we arrive at
m2diag  1:662MS; m2offdiag  2:342MS; (7.18)
We notice that
m2diag <m
2
offdiag; (7.19)
In the MAG, the gap existing between the diagonal and off-
diagonal gluon masses was interpreted as analytical evi-
dence for the Abelian dominance [12,24,33,34].
Analogously, we could interpret the result (7.18) and
(7.19) as a certain indication that a kind of Abelian domi-
nance might take place in the Landau gauge too. Of course,
the numbers6 in Eq. (7.18) should be interpreted with care:
a difference between both masses shows up, but this dif-
ference is far to small to see it as the ultimate proof of
Abelian dominance in the Landau gauge. Even in the
MAG, the existing difference in diagonal and off-diagonal
mass is taken only as an indication. Moreover, it is inter-
esting to observe that in the Landau gauge, a distinction
can arise between the diagonal and the off-diagonal sectors
of the gauge group, albeit the gauge fixing itself respects
the global SU2 invariance. The MAG already makes a
distinction between the diagonal and off-diagonal part of
the gauge group from the beginning.7 As we have dis-
cussed in [12], in the MAG the condensate h12AaAa 
cacai, which is the counterpart of hA2i in the Landau
gauge, provides a mass only for off-diagonal gluons,
thereby already giving an indication of Abelian dominance
in the low energy region without the inclusion of
h"3bccbcci. The combined effect of the ghost condensation6We are unable to provide an estimate in terms of GeV, as, to
our knowledge, an explicit value of N2;Nf0
MS
is not available in
the existing literature.
7As a matter of fact, only the off-diagonal gauge freedom is
fixed. A supplementary condition has to be imposed on the
diagonal part of the gauge freedom, as for instance an Abelian
Landau gauge, as used in [12,28,33,34].
014001as well as of h12AaAa  cacai are currently under inves-
tigation in the MAG.
In the absence of the gluon condensation hA2i, thus
m2 
 0, Eq. (7.15) shows that the diagonal and off-
diagonal gluon fields attain an effective mass which is
tachyonic. This fact was first observed in [35] in the case
of the MAG and later on confirmed in the Curci-Ferrari
gauge [36].
VIII. CONCLUSION
We have studied simultaneously the condensation of the
mass dimension two local composite operators A2 and
fabccacb in the case of SU2 Yang-Mills gauge theory
in the Landau gauge. This extended the already existing
research on the gluon condensate hA2i [8,9,11] and the
ghost condensate h"3bccacbi [40,41].
Employing the LCO formalism to construct the one-loop
effective potential, we have shown that both condensates
are dynamically favored as they lower the vacuum energy.
The renormalizability of the resulting theory has been
proven to all orders by means of the algebraic renormal-
ization technique [22]. We also presented a study of some
effects induced by the ghost condensation. We have shown,
by analyzing the Slavnov-Taylor identities in the ghost
condensed vacuum and by explicit one-loop calculations,
that the vacuum polarization is no longer transverse,
whereas the gluon propagator is.
In the LCO formalism, the nonvanishing condensate
hA2i gives rise to an effective tree level gluon mass, thus
the lowest order gluon propagator gets modified, as it is
apparent from Eq. (6.1). Likewise, the ghost condensate
h"3bccacbi influences the ghost propagator, given in
Eq. (6.2). We determined the one-loop correction to the
effective gluon mass and found that the ghost condensate
induces a splitting between the diagonal and off-diagonal
sector. The effective off-diagonal gluon mass turns out be
larger than the diagonal one. This might be interpreted as a
first analytical indication for a possible kind of Abelian
dominance in the Landau gauge, analogously to what was
done in the case of the maximal Abelian gauge in
[12,24,33,34]. It is worth mentioning that, recently, some
evidence for the Abelian dominance in the Landau gauge
by lattice numerical simulations was announced in the
works [19,20], where the appearance of an Abelian dual
Meissner effect in this gauge has been pointed out.
Finally, we hope that our results could stimulate further
lattice numerical studies of the ghost propagator. It would
be very interesting if, somehow, one would be able to
simulate the Overhauser vacuum (4.2). This could allow
one to investigate the diagonal and off-diagonal part of
ghost propagator, which turns out to be affected by the
ghost condensation, see Eqs. (6.2). At the time of finishing
this work, we have been informed about the results appear-
ing in [45]. In this paper [45], a numerical study of the
ghost condensation in the Overhauser channel for SU2-15
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lattice gauge theory in the Landau gauge was performed.
The data was fit to the theoretical prediction given in
Eq. (6.2), and assuming a small value of the ghost conden-
sate, the fitted power law behavior tended to be p4, in
accordance with the theoretical prediction following from
Eq. (6.2). This is promising as it is first numerical indica-
tion that a ghost condensation might occur in the Landau
gauge, although to obtain more conclusive results, simula-
tions at larger physical volumes will be certainly necessary.
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APPENDIX A: 33p;!gh.
In this Appendix, we shall outline some details concern-
ing the evaluation of 33p;!gh, given in Eq. (6.22).
We shall concentrate on
0 
Z ddk
2d
p kk
p k4 !2k4 !2
 p k2k2 !2: (A1)
Using the decomposition (6.15) twice, one can write
0  14
Z ddk
2d
p kk
k2p k2 p k
2k2 !2
1
p k2  i!
1
k2  i!
1
p k2  i!
1
k2  i!

 !!!; (A2)014001meaning that we must calculate
~0  !2
Z ddk
2d
p kk
k2p k2

1
p k2  i!
1
k2  i!
 1p k2  i!
1
k2  i!


Z ddk
2d p kk


1
p k2  i!
1
k2  i!
1
p k2  i!
 1
k2  i!

: (A3)
Therefore, let us study the basic types of integrals we shall
need to perform the full calculation, being
I 
Z ddk
2d
p kk
k2p k2

1
p k2  i!
1
k2  i!

;
(A4)J 
Z ddk
2d p kk

1
p k2  i!
1
k2  i!

:
(A5)
Let us begin with I. We shall have to employ the gener-
alized Feynman trick,
1
ABCD

Z 1
0
dxdydz
6
xAyBzC1xyzD	4 ;
(A6)
which leads toI  6
Z 1
0
dxdydz
Z ddk
2d
pk  kk
yp2  2yp  k zp2  2zp  k zi! k2  1 x y zi!	4 : (A7)The substitution
K  k yp zp; (A8)
allows to conclude that
I  6
Z 1
0
dxdydz
Z ddK
2d
 

d K
2  ppy z1 y z
K2  	4 ; (A9)
where  p2y2  z2  2yz y z
 zi! 1 x y zi!: (A10)
Both K-integrations showing up are finite, and can be
directly computed without any regularization, leading to
I 
Z 1
0
dxdydz

 
322
1

 pp
162
 y z1 y z 12

: (A11)
From the previous expression, it might be clear that the-16
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triple integral in x; y; z is far from being trivial and would
give rise to a very complicated final result. We shall not
attempt to calculate it any further.
As a check of the computation of 33p;!gh, we
could determine its pole structure and compare it with the
output determined by the symbolic language FORM [46], in
which case the integrals were calculated by expanding
them in the external momentum p. The 1=" part is com-
pletely determined by the integrations of the type J, as
I is finite. We introduce once more a Feynman parameter
to write
J 
Z 1
0
dx
Z ddk
2d
 pk  kkxp2  2xp  k k2  xi! 1 xi!2 ;
(A12)
Substituting K  k xp, one finds
J  1162
Z 1
0
dx

 
d

 4
"
 2 ln

2
 1

 x1 xpp

2
"
 ln

2

; (A13)
after the necessary simplifications, where we defined014001  x2p2  xp2  xi! 1 xi!: (A14)
We remind that
33p;!gh  g
2
2
I  I  ! ! !
 J  J  ! ! !	; (A15)
while simplifying the J-part leads to
33p;!ghg
2
2
II!!!	g
2
2
1
162


d

8p2
3"
 finite

pp

4
3"
 finite

; (A16)
and we conclude that
33p;!divgh  
g2
162

p2
3"
 g
2
162
pp
2
3"
:
(A17)
This result is in accordance with the result obtained by
using FORM. Let us finally mention that the complete result
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